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lifestyle
Why Kitten Season Is Getting Longer and More Intense Every Year
And what you can do to help.
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lifestyle
Meet This Inspiring Online Community of Parents to Three-Legged Pets
“We learned dogs are born with three legs and a spare.”
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lifestyle
Los Angeles May Ban New Breeding Permits Due to Shelter Overcrowding
Local lawmakers think breeding has gotten out of control. 




News
	lifestyle|To the Rescue
The ASPCA Rescued 300 Mistreated Dogs Across Four States in Only 30 Days

	lifestyle
Playing with Dogs Reduces Stress and Increases Concentration, New Study Finds

	health
A Parasite That Can Be Deadly for Dogs Has Been Found in California


Got a new pet? Here’s what to do.
Let’s be real. Welcoming home a new dog or cat is a very cute but very crazy time. Thankfully, we’re here to help with a nifty new pet parent to-do list.


Get Startedopens in a new tab
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lifestyle
How to Compost Your Pet’s Poop
Without getting totally grossed out.
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lifestyle|Heavy Petting
So, You and Your Partner Want to Live Together—But Your Pets Don’t
Your cat can’t hide from the dog in the attic forever. What do you do now? 
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lifestyle
Pet Parent Guilt Is Very Real—Here’s How to Stop Feeling So Bad About It
It’s a super common feeling, but it isn’t always healthy. 



Most Popular
	health
The Top 10 Toxins Pets Are Exposed to at Home, According to New ASPCA Report

	behavior
Why Does My Dog Follow Me Everywhere?

	lifestyle
These Major Celebrities Have Rescued Dogs—Now So Many More Pets Are Getting Adopted

	shopping
5 Human Dog Beds for the Coziest Among Us

	lifestyle|Heavy Petting
Is Raising a Dog With Someone Anything Like Raising a Kid Together?

	behavior
8 Myths About Your Kitten—Busted By a Behaviorist


Ask a Vet
Pet health question that’s not an emergency? Our vet team will answer over email within 48 hours. So, go ahead, ask us about weird poop, bad breath, and everything in between.
Get Pet Help


Health & Nutrition
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health
 5 Plants That Are Toxic to Your Dog
Thriving plants are spring’s whole thing—but these offenders can be perilous to pets.
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health
 Why Do My Dog’s Paws Smell Like Fritos?
That familiar corn chip aroma may simply seem quirky, but don’t ignore it.

That familiar corn chip aroma may simply seem quirky, but don’t ignore it.
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nutrition|Can My Cat Eat This?
 Can Cats Eat Yogurt?
A small amount is fine—but keep a close eye on the ingredients list.

A small amount is fine—but keep a close eye on the ingredients list.


Behavior & Training
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behavior
 Why Does My Dog Nibble on Me?
Those little teeth are sweet, but they definitely don’t feel good on your hand.
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behavior
 Why It’s Time to Stop Using a Spray Bottle to “Train” Your Cat
And how to really get them to stop jumping on the counter. 

And how to really get them to stop jumping on the counter. 
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health
 Playing With Your Dog Can Help Their Brain Stay Healthy Longer, New Study Finds
A good old game of tug of war could help prevent doggie dementia. 

A good old game of tug of war could help prevent doggie dementia. 



New Dog Training 101
Look, new dogs are cute. But they’re also little alien monsters who have descended to destroy our furniture and our sleep. Still, we love them. Luckily, this program covers all the basics, from potty training to proper socialization—all through positive reinforcement. Time to stock up on treats!
Start Trainingopens in a new tab
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lifestyle
 American Airlines Just Made It Easier for You to Travel With Your Pet
It just got simpler—and cheaper—for you to bring your bestie along on your journey.
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health
 15 Terms You Should Know When Choosing a Pet Insurance Plan
Overwhelmed by all the small print and jargon? We've got you. 

Overwhelmed by all the small print and jargon? We've got you. 
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lifestyle
 5 Ways You Can Write Off Your Pet This Tax Season
Because in our world, nothing is certain except pets and taxes.

Because in our world, nothing is certain except pets and taxes.


Shopping
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shopping
 The Maxbone x “Bridgerton” Dog Collection Is the Talk of the Ton
With your pup in the sartorial mix, there will be no contest at the next Queen’s Ball. 
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shopping
 Doggie Dental Care: How to Choose the Best Toothbrush for a Puppy
Those pearly whites need all the attention they can get. 

Those pearly whites need all the attention they can get. 
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shopping
 These 4 Toys Act Like Prey to Satisfy All Your Cat’s Hunter Instincts
Your kitty will thank you. 

Your kitty will thank you. 



Get your fix of The Wildest
We promise not to send you garbage that turns your inbox into a litter box. Just our latest tips and support for your pet.
Enter email address









Sign up for product updates, offers, and learn more about The Wildest, and other Mars Petcare brands. Must be over 16 years to sign up. See our privacy statement to find out how we collect and use your data, to contact us with privacy questions or to exercise your personal data rights. 
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Our editors and experts created the ultimate guide to the best products in pet care. Check out the winners—and snag some discounts too.
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